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FEELIKG OF F0825

IEPROVISATIGN ‘

PBELIHG 0F TRUTH

IN’I‘UITIOI-I

IWXGINATIOI:

Stanislavsky

FEELING OF FORi‘fiI

Exorcinaa

171mm the hotly! with the feeling of form. Sharp

beginning - clear’cnd - nothing vague. See that in every

.( ‘ _

moment there will be fem. New bond to the right no if

lifting something and place 1&1 on' the left. Do it in dif-

foron’: tampon. Now add certain qualitioo to the movement -

light or heavy — without weight; o’cc.

'Iwaovxsmrou x

On the basic of atmosphere and imaginaticn. do

The Rebborn sketch.

All our micmkco can be cured by examining our

actor‘s nature. This in why we have our school and the time

in which to exercise. Regarding our natures: the whole

idea of tho eehool in for exercising this mung; to re-

crea’vu our natures. Usually. ntudcntc start from the Wrong

point of View - they think they are actors, but young once.

This can disturb ua. Consider youruelvon more as individuala

who are trying to get certain new abilities.

FEELING OF TRUTH!

To what you know from Stanielnvakg'u book. "Ag
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Actor Pre area. I shall give u lifitle nuance which will help

you to understand thin feeling of truth. Very often we

ccni’ueo,the feeling of truth with a natural kind or oxpresnicn.

We ,think fihat if it in Just as it would be in life. then it

is true. but this is noi: ue.‘ I'b is very easy to copy or

imitate life, but it gets us nowhere;

INTUITIOHI

The idea. of the feeling of truth in not to be

mtumlioticnm fang. but if: lice much doopor.‘ Thin 15' a

kind of uotor'e irfiicien which no uuet .mvahcn because without

the feeling of truth you cannotfind out all the things-

vhich have to be present if it is a really iii‘fiitivolyequ-

kenca feeling of truth.

Firm: you must take the whole situation into con—

hidomticn. and. on the 133010 of that, develop your own intuitive

feeling of truth. Each situation has so many epocinl condi-

tionn which make it either true or not true. We nuqtngracp

the whole situation so that the truth will dictate to ue what

should or ehould not be deno-

IVAGINATIONI

We can only got this through tho imagination of the

whole situation and by opening our imagination to the extent

where things are coming to no. The bare outline of certain

given points in the situation will never give you enough. You
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must pay ottonticn to the voice which Bponku inside you. If

we develop thin fooling of truth to the extent we must. rm

will act thin voice which will instigate no to not again and

again, uufiil we find out who"; no 111th do. Tho more no work

upon tho page. @110 loan we know of it bocaunc it become?“

richer and richer no we work upon it. Thu main thing to do

in to develop this inner voice. which rcuomblon our conuciouo~

noon in everyday life — right or wrong you my n61: know why.

but you viii]. tool it.

I.
Exorcinnl‘t

mtor 3mm room individually. It it) your arm room

which you enter very late at night. You are going to road in

bod for wcnw minutes and then fall unloep. Than cntor the

room of a very close friend and do tho some thing.

The fooling of truth. from our point of View in not

a notumliatic truth. To be true on the stage mom to take

into ccnaidczgaticn all tho conditions: which are given in the

scene.


